Summary. A generalized ray theory for transient SH-waves in a wedge-shaped layer over an elastic half-space is developed in this paper. The ray integrals for multiply reflected waves in the layer are derived in terms of two systems of coordinates and two sets of local wavenumbers, one along the free surface and the other along the sloped interface. All local wavenumbers are then transformed to a common wavenumber in all ray integrals which are evaluated by the Cagniard method. Results for the first motion approximation are in agreement with previous investigations.
The propagation of steady or transient two-dimensional scalar waves in a wedge-shaped layer has been a subject of numerous studies. For the case of a single wedge where both sides are either stress-free or rigid, the problem can be analysed by applying the Kantorovich-Lebedev transform or the method of homogeneous function (self-similarity). These and other methods are reviewed by Knopoff (1 969) . When the wedge is bonded to an elastic half-space to form a dipping structure, none of the aforementioned methods is directly applicable. An approximate solution in terms of ray expansion was first derived by Ishii & Ellis (1970a, b) , and later by Hong & Helmberger (1977) . Another approximate solution based on the method of self-similarity was derived recently by Wojcik (1979) .
In the paper by Hong & Helmberger, an approximate solution for a dipping structure was constructed by first expanding the known solution for a single wedge (Hudson 1963 ) into a series of ray integrals. These integrals are then evaluated by the Cagniard-de Hoop method together with the first motion approximation (Gilbert & Knopoff 1961) . This solution fer a single wedge of which one side is free, and the other rigid, is extended to that for a dipping structure, that is, a wedge overlaying an elastic half-space. The extension is made on the basis of three assumptions:
(1) The diffracted waves associated with the edge tip are neglected.
(2) A high frequency approximation for the Bessel functions is used.
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(3) The solution for the dipping structure is derived from that of a rigid boundary of a wedge by simply changing the reflection coefficient of the latter to that of an elastic halfspace.
In this paper, we present a generalized ray theory for a dipping structure which is free from assumptions (2) and (3) of the aforementioned paper. The assumption (1) of neglecting the diffraction from the tip of the wedge is retained in this paper. This is not a serious omission as an approximate solution for the diffracted waves by the tip can be found for the case of Sff-or acoustic waves, which can then be added t o the generalized ray solution at a later stage.
We consider a line source of arbitrary time function in the wedged layer and a receiver in the same layer. By introducing two systems of coordinates, one for the horizontal free surface, one for the inclined interface, we define two sets of local wavenumbers, or local wave slowness. The phase function, reflection coefficient and the source function for each generalized ray integral can then be expressed precisely in either one of these two local wavenumbers. Transformation of wavenumbers in one coordinate system to those in the other follows the invariant condition of the phase. Therefore, all local wavenumbers in two coordinate systems can be transformed to a common wavenumber, which enables one to evaluate the inverse Laplace transform of the generalized ray integrals by Cagniard's method.
Following the original work of Cagniard (1962) , we have made use of a mapping of the phase functions from a complex plane of the wave slowness to that of time variable t , and back to that of <. This not only eliminates a discontinuity in the convolution integral, but also results in a unified treatment for the direct rays (multiple reflections) and refracted rays (waves along the interface of a fast bottom). When the first motion approximation is applied, the final results agree with those obtained by Hong & Helmberger (1977). Consider a buried line source which emits horizontally polarized shear waves (SH-waves) into a homogeneous layer (Fig. l) , which is free of traction at the surface (l), and bonded at an inclined interface (2) t o a homogeneous half-space of different material. Densities and wave slownesses of layer and foundation material are p , p2 and a, a2 respectively. The angle of inclination of the interface is denoted a. The source is located in a horizontal distance xo from the edge of the layer, and is at x = 0, z = zo. Thickness of the layer at source location is denoted h . The case of source within the layer, zo < h , is treated in this report. where Vz = az/axZ + a2/azz, and a bar denotes Laplace transform with the parameter s,
The symbol @(x, z, t ) denotes the velocity potential of P-waves in a fluid medium, or the displacement in the y-direction of SH-waves in a solid.
For a line source function B =f(t) 6(x) 6(z-zo), where 6 denotes Dirac's delta function, the solution of equation (1 .l) is where F(s)S(E) denotes the source function,
and the phase function has the form, gdx, z, E ) = iEx -rl I z -zo I.
(1 3 ) Equation (1.3), which is the well-known Weyl-Sommerfeld integral, represents an outgoing cylindrical wave in an unbounded medium. The integral is a superposition of plane waves, emitting from the line source in all directions, each with a strength of S(6)dE. This can be seen if the apparent wave slowness (ray parameter) .
$ is changed to ima. The phase function is then transformed to sg,(x, z, E) = -sa [mx + (1 -mz)l'z I z -zo I], which is the phase of a plane wave, the wave normal being defined by the direction cosine m. The identification of the ray integral as a superposition of plane waves enables one to determine the reflection of cylindrical wave from the reflections of its plane wave components.
If a receiver at (x, z) is located within the source layer, equation (1.3) is also the generalized ray integral of the source ray, direct from the source to the receiver. In addition to this source ray, the receiver will recognize also arrivals of waves from reflected rays and, in the case of a fast bottom (az < a), also of rays refracted at the interface.
To determine the generalized ray integrals of the reflected rays by the inclined surface, it is convenient to express the source ray integral (1.3) in terms of the apparent wave slowness, g', in the direction o f x ' which is parallel to the interface (2). The result is where Hence the phase function go( g) equals gi(t ) if ' and q ' are defined as f ' = ia sin(A + a) = g cosa t ir, sina q ' = a cos(A t a) = ig sina t r, cosa. 
This is precisely the inverse transformation of equation (1. Since we have already established that go(() =gh(t'), the integral for &o(s) is then equal to that for &h(s). Note that while the transformation is made from to gr, or vice versa, the integration from -m to + 00 of [ is transformed to a complex path, asymptotic to an inclined line with slope t a n a in the g f plane. Integration along this complex path, however, is identical to that along the real gr axis when use is made of Cauchy's theorem.
The reflected rays
The cylindrical wave represented by equation (1.3) is subject to total reflection at the free surface (1) and is partially reflected back into the layer at the interface (2). These reflected cylindrical waves are expressed by an integration of the reflected plane wave components.
Transient SH-waves
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In this paper, we use the upper case letterPto indicate a ray pointing upward (-z-direction) and the lower case letter p to indicate a downward ray (+z-direction). Thus the source ray in the previous section can be either a P-ray or p r a y . Only the reflections of the downward source ray are considered in this section.
T H E PP-RAY (@,)
The downward source ray is reflected at the interface (2), and the reflected cylindrical wave is represented by
The derivation of this ray integral follows that for the waves reflected by a parallel surface.
Let the point 1 (xi, z i ) be the point of reflection at the interface (2) (Fig. 2) . The phase function of the ray integral from the source to a receiver at ( x ' ,~' ) is gi((') =gA(x;,z;, (A) tiE;(x'-x;)+G;(z'-z;).
( 2.2)
The condition (z'-z;)< 0 in the layer has been taken into account. The first term on the rhs is obtained by settingx'=x; a n d z ' = z ; ( = h cosa)ingA(,$')ofequation (1.8). Here,we have used subscripts 0 and 1 to emphasize that is the local wave slowness along the x '-axis emanating from the point of reflection ( x i , zi), and (h is that incident at the same point. By definition, EA = .$' and T& = q', and from Snell's law of reflection and equation (1.13) we have
Upon the substitution of gh(,$') as described above, we obtain
Note that the unknown location x; has been cancelled.
of the real local wave slowness in x'-direction, ti,
The reflection coefficient for plane waves at the interface (2) is a real and even function
(2.5)
where {L = (Q; + . ?$z)"z is the apparent wave slowness along z '-axis in the lower medium.
The local wave slowness &(k = 1) must be used in the ray integral for a;. 
S ( t ) R ( 2 ) ( t ; ) exp [%l(t)l d t .
The reflection coefficient R(Z)(Ei) = ( p 2 q ; -p { ; ) / ( p 2 q ; t p<:) can be converted to a function of g by making use of equation (2.3). We leave it in primed variables to emphasize that it should be evaluated in terms of the local slowness. The phase function gl(g) is derived from g ; ( g ' ) which can be written as, in view of equation (1.1 5)
The qA(= q; = a ' ) can be changed according to equation (2.3), and the last two terms are transformed according to the invariance of phase of the last segment of the ray, it; x' t q; z' = iElx t q l z .
This relation can be verified by inserting equations (1.13) and (1.1 1)1, and if we define
Hence the phase function of ;fl is
(2.8)
T H E PPP-RAY p 2 )
The upswing ray, &l(s), is reflected again at the free surface (1) to form the pPp-ray. The ray integral, designated as 62(s), is given by (2.9) where R ( ' ) ( t ) = -1.
(2.10) It is the reflection coefficient for plane waves at the free surface. The phase is the sum of the phase of incident pP-ray up to the point of reflection and the phase of the outgoing reflected ray. Denoting the point of reflection (point 2 in Fig. 2 ) by (x2, z2 = 0) or (x;, z;), we obtain where z -z2 > 0.
slowness of the reflected ray. Hence we have, in view of equation (2.7), At the free surface, the wave slowness of the incident ray, E l , at point 2 is equal to E2, the It is derived by applying an invariance relation analogous to equation (1.14) to the last two terms o f g z ( t ) in equation (2.13), ig2x -q 2 z = i t i x ' -q z z .
It leads to the following relations for E1 and qi when equations (2.12) and (1.1 l), are used together with the definitions (1.9):
8; = ia sin ( A + 3a) = t cos 3a + iq sin 3 a 77; = a cos(A t 3a) = ig sin 3a + q cos 3a.
I ' (2.16)
T H E PPPP-RAY ( Q~)
The downward ray qZ is reflected at the point 3 ( x ; , z;= h cosa) on the interface (2) (Fig. 2) . The reflected ray is given by
W S ) = E(s) s r ( t ' ) R ( 2 ) ( g ; ) R ( ' ) ( g 2 )~~2~( t j ) exp [sgS(t')I dgr. (2.17)
The reflection coefficient R(2)(gi) is given by equation (2.5) for k = 3 , and the phase function is gS(t') = g ; ( x j , z j , ti) + i t ; ( x r -& ) t q ; ( z r -z ; ) .
where z r -z ; < 0 is taken into account. 
R E F L E C T I O N O F T H E D O W N W A R D S O U R C E R A Y @ + k
By repeating the derivations in the previous section, we obtain the integral for a ray after k reflections,p@P . . . ,
where S ( [ ) is given by equation (1.4) and the product of reflection coefficients is (no = 1)
The reflection coefficients R(2)(g;) and R(') are defined in equations (2.5) and (2.10)
respectively. The phase function is
In the sum of q;, k* = k when k is odd, and k* = k -1 when k is even.
are given by
From equations (2.12), (2.21) and (2.3), (2.19), we find that the local wave slownesses Similarly, we can express the k th ray in primed coordinates, 
Note that the q in the first term of gL((') could be transformed by the second of equation (3.11) to yield q = q o = -iE'sin a + q ' cosa, which agrees with equation (1.15)
R E F L E C T I O N S O F T H E U P W A R D S O U R C E R A Y @-k
The upward source ray Qo of equation (1 3) while z -zo< 0 is reflected at the free surface to form the Pp-ray (Fig. 3) . We denote it as which is represented by (3.12)
The point of reflection at the free surface is designated 0 (Fig. 3) , and the slowness of the incident ray is E. Thus to is the apparent wave slowness along the x-axis of the reflected segment and go = g. The source function is given by equation ( If primed coordinates are used, the phase function is transformed to
As in equation (1.13), the primed wave slownesses are related to the unprimed ones by (3.14)
= to cos a t iqo sina 0; = ito sina t qo coso. The downward Pp-ray is reflected again at the interface (2) to form a PpP-ray which is designated and successively reflected rays follows that of @ + k rays. We omit all details and give the general expression for @-k It differs fr0mg.k of (3.3) only in the sign of the first term. The transformations of all local wave slownesses are the same as those in (3.6) and (3.7).
SUMMATION O F G E N E R A L I Z E D R A Y S
By summing wave motion contributed from each ray integral, we obtain the Laplace transform of the total wavefield (less the diffraction from the apex) at any point (x, Z) or (x', z ' ) in the upper layer: The + + k in (3.1) and QP-k in (3.15) can be compactly expressed as whereas, from (3.2) and (3 .I 6),
The phase functions of (3.3) and (3.17) are combined as where k* = k if k is odd, and k* = k -1, if k is even. All local waves slowness (k and in Il, k and g, k must be converted to the common slowness, .$, by equations (3.6) and (3.7) before the integration on t is performed.
From equation (3.7), we can express the sum of the series of 7); in (3.21) as follows:
where n = k if k is even, and n = k t 1 if k is odd. By mathematical induction, we find nI2 2h cos a C sin (2j -1)a = xo(l -cos n a ) where x o is the distance from the apex of the wedge to the origin 0 of the x, z-axis and xo sin a! = h cos a.
The last two terms of g, k can be expressed as igkx -(--l ) k q k z = (it cos n a + 77 sin na) x n = 0 , 2 , 4 ...
-( -l ) k ( i g sin na + T/ cos na)z for all values of k. Upon the substitution of (3.22)-(3.24) intog,k([), we find
where, in terms of even integers n = 0 , 2 , 4 . . . , xik = x cos na -(-1lkz sin na -xO(1-cos na) z ,~ = T zo t x sin n a t (-1lkz cos n a t xo sin n a (3.26) andn = k i f k is even,n = k t 1 if k is odd.
The reduction of the phase function in equation (3.21) in terms of local slownesses to that in terms of the common slowness and 7) = (a2 t g2)1'2 given by equation (3.25) is a key step in the formulation of generalized ray integrals for waves in a sloped layer. Since g t k in equation (3.25) is similar to the phase function of waves in a parallel layer, the inverse transform of 'p. k is almost assured.
Geometry of the reflected rays
I M A G E S O F T H E S O U R C E A N D R E C E I V E R
It is instructive to examine the geometric meaning of the phase functions, g, k ( t ) , for the reflected rays. Shown in Fig. 4 is a wedge of a = 15". The 8 = 0" line is the boundary of the free surface and 8 = 15" line is the interface (2). Rotating the wedge about the free surface line, we obtain the image line, The source point S is situated at r = 2, 8 = lo", and the receiver R is at r = 5 , 8 = 5". Around the circle r = 2, we have shown the images of S about the free surface B = O", which are labelled -0, -2, -4 , . . . in a counterclockwise direction, and -1, -3, -5 , . . . in a clockwise direction. On the same circle, we have also shown the images about the interface, which are labelled 1, 3, 5 , . . . in clockwise directions. Similarly, we construct the images of the receiver R around the circle r = 5. All rays from the source S to the receiver R can then be constructed by connecting all images of S to all images of R . For convenience, we designate the images of S by S, Q , S, 1 , . . . , and those of R by R t o , R k 1 , .
. . . Therefore, the first segment of a1 is along the line SRl, and the last one of the same ray is S I R . There are a total of five rays shown in the figure: @.,(SR), a1, Q2, and Note that for the ray a2, the path is constructed by connecting the lines SR2, S I R -, , and S 2 R . The length of this twice reflected ray within the wedge is equal to the length of SR2, or S 2 R . Hence, the a2 ray may be considered as a ray emitted from the source S to the image R 2 of the receiver. When the positions of source and receiver are interchanged, that is R at r = 2 and S at r = 5, the path of all five rays are the same as shown in the figure. The a2
ray from a source at r = 5,O = 5" is equivalent to the line RS2 on the figure. is shown in Fig. 5 . The Fermat path of the ray reflected eight times inside the wedge is constructed by connecting lines SR8, &R6, S 3 R -4 , S4R4, S 5 R -2 , S6R2, S7R-o and S s R . The length of this physical path is equal to that of SR8, or S8R in the imaging space. This figure illustrates the special feature that waves emitted by the source toward the apex are 'reflected' back to the receiver. Again note that the physical raypath is the same when the role of source and receiver is interchanged.
The ray-path of tn Fig. 6 we show the path of the (P3 ray. The thrice reflected ray in the physical space (0 < 0 < 15") is equivalent to the ray SR3 in the imaging space. In the next subsection, we prove that the phase function of the physical ray can be determined directly from that of the imaging ray.
PHASE F U N C T I O N IN T H E I M A G I N G SPACE
Let the apex of the wedge be the origin of polar coordinates, and denote the coordinates of the source S by (ro, 0,) and those of the receiver R by (r, 0) . A Cartesian system (x, z) is chosen so that the z-axis passing through S and the x-axis is along 0 = 0" line (Fig. 6) . Hence (x, z) are related to (r, 0 ) by x = r cos 0 -xo, z = r sin 0 .
The projections of the imaging ray SR3 of (P3 on to the x-and z-axis respectively are X 3 = r cos(4a-0) -xo = x cos 4 a + z sin 4a-x0(l -cos 4a) Z3=rsin(4a-f?)-zo=xsin4a-zcos4a+x0sin4a-z0. The X -k is the same as X + , and Z -, differs from Z+, only in the signs of zo.
From (4.2) and (4.3), we find that the projections2,k are positive when 2 j a < 180" but X + , can be negative. This is illustrated by the @a ray in Fig. 5 where the projection of the imaging ray SRB on to the x-axis is negative valued.
The same imaging rays can be projected on to x '-and z '-axes. In the primed coordinates, we have x ' = r cos (a -0 ) -xo cos a and z '= x,, sin a -r sin (a -0) . The phase functions are
For (Pi, rays, the projections of the imaging ray
For @ L k rays, the projections are ( j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .)
~l k = r~~~[ ( 2 j + 1 ) a~~] -x o c o~a -z 0 s i n a
Zl, = r sin [(2j + 1)a T el -(h -zo) cosor.
These projections can be brought into a form like equations (3.26) with a proper change of indices.
Y.-H. Pa0 and F. Ziegler 5 Inverse Laplace transform of the ray integrals Returning to the generalized ray integrals of equation (3.19), we note that q, S(C;) and R(2)(C;) are even functions of E. Therefore, the integral can be expressed as
10-
where I l k and g k are given by equations (3.20) and (3.25) respectively. By extending the integration to the complex C;-plane, and transforming C; to a new variable t = -gk(C;), we shall be able to complete the inverse Laplace transform of &k(s) by Cagniard's method.
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N O F t TO t
The complex plane g is mapped on to a complex t plane by the transformation -t=gk(E)=i$Xk-qz1, ( k = * O , * I , * 2 , ...). Since the sign of the horizontal ray projection Xk can be positive (Fig. 5) or negative (Fig. 6 ) , the A'B' curve is in the first quadrant of t-plane when X k is positive (Fig. 7a) , and it is in the fourth quadrant when Xk is negative (Fig. 7b ).
q = d r n ,
The imaginary axis K A K is represented by 6 = iw for w real. It is mapped on to the curve
t is real for 1 w I < a, and g = + ia are the branch points, E and E. Hence, the part AE and AE of the imaginary axis is mapped on to the real t-axis, and the outer part EK and E'K' renders complex t with the asymptote There will be always a stationary point, M , on the imaginary [-axis betweenA and E or A and I?. At this stationary point, 4' equals gM which is the root of the equation
(5.6)
The two roots are
The sign of bM is given by the sign of xk. At the stationary point M , the value for t is t M = aRk > t A (5.8)
where R k = ( X i + Z:)"2 is the distance from the source to the receiver in the imaging space (Figs 4, 5 and 6 ) . Therefore r , is the arrival time of the kth ray along a 'direct' path of reflection.
The above transformation together with the additional branch points of n k ( g ) to be considered later, determines the one-to-one mapping of the right half-plane Reg > 0 to some part of the t-plane, as shown in Fig. 7. 
T H E C A G N I A R D T R A N S F O R M A T I O N
In the method of Cagniard, the integration path of equation (5.1) is changed to a complex integration contour A'B' in t-plane (Fig. 7) . Since there are no singular points between A'B' and A'C', we may change the integration path further to that along the real t-axis A'M'C'. At this stage, one detects the real part of the integral The path of integration is on the complex t-plane along the imaginary t-axis from A to M , and from M along a complex path to E(t) which is determined from equation ( 
dg(t)/dt= [ i X , J ( t 2 -a 2 R i ) +_ t Z , ] / R i J ( t 2 -a 2 R i ) (5.12)
where R i = X i + Z$.
D I R E C T R A Y S A N D R E F R A C T E D R A Y S
In the evaluation of the complex integrals of equation (5.14) along the AME path, one must compare the value of the stationary point g~ = f ibM with that of the lowest branch point of the integral. We have already discussed the branch points, 5 ia, of the phase function and 6 ; to g and 0 according to equation (3.7) and then solving for g from gf = g cos j a + i sin j a (a2 + g')"' = f iaz.
S([).
Solving for g, we find the branch points g = ia;, af = az [cos j a + sin ja(a'/la; -1)"' J .
(5.16)
These branch points can either be inside or outside the interval EAE. They are designed by points F and P b u t are not shown in Fig. 7 .
When la; I > a, the points f i a (E and in Fig. 7 ) are the lowest branch points. Since I g~ I < I f ia 1, the stationary point M is always inside EAE. The @ k rays are called direct rays and tM is the arrival time of the direct ray. For t < t M , the real part of the integral in equation (5.14) vanishes, t M is indeed the arrival time,
The branch point of must be evaluated by first converting the local wave slowness
17)
The path of integration starts from the stationary point M .
If on the other hand, I a; I < a, the F and F are the lowest branch points. The stationary point EM = f ibM may lie inside or outside the interval EAF. The integration from F (below point M in Fig. 7) to M along the imaginary axis gives rise to the 'head wave', or 'conical wave'.
FIRST M O T I O N O F T H E D I R E C T R A Y S
If the first motion approximation is made (Gilbert & Knopoff 196 In this paper, we have modified the generalized ray theory for SH-waves in a medium with a parallel layer to that with a dipping layer. By using local wavenumbers or local wave slownesses in two rotated coordinate systems, we have derived the phase functions and reflection coefficients of each generalized ray integral. All local wavenumbers can be transformed to a common wavenumber in the ray integral which is then evaluated by the Cagniard method. A geometric representation of the phase function and ray-path, and a first motion approximation of the ray integrals are also presented. Since the generalized ray solution presented, rigorous as it is, does not include the diffraction of waves by the apex of the wedge, the solution is still not exact. The effect of the apex diffraction on the total wavefield has been examined by Hong & Helmberger (1977) . In general, it is expected that the ray solution as presented is sufficiently accurate when the dipping angle is small, and when both source and receiver are at a large distance from the apex.
Only the case of source and receiver both being situated in the wedge-shaped layer is considered in this report. If either one of them is in the lower stratum the solution can easily be obtained by changing slightly the phase function and replacing one of the reflection coefficients by a transmission coefficient. Although all derivations are based on SH-waves, the solutions presented are equally valid for acoustic waves generated by a line source in a dipping fluid layer if the reflection coefficients R ( ' ) and R ( 2 ) are properly changed.
